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Background

Language-in-the-wild is 
never monomodalnever monomodal...





(Primary) Orality(Primary) Orality

• How to signal discourse organisation 
and is there much to signal anyway?and is there much to signal anyway?
– local discourse organisation 

(turn by turn message by message)(turn-by-turn, message-by-message)
– anchoring of larger discursive 

t t ithi tistructures within narrative
• spatial organisation
• activity sequences
• performance frames (participation)



Challenge of memory 
requirements

• Spatial abilities provide a strong 
anchoring pointanchoring point

• Relate well to visual memory alsoy

RCC-8 / Mereotopology



Challenge of memory 
requirements

• Activity sequences fix events in time 
(and space)(and space)

• and construct hierarchyy

time



Challenge of memory 
requirements

• Participation and telling/listening also 
construct recursive structuresconstruct recursive structures



TransmodalityTransmodality

• In a sense to be made more explicit later, 
discourse construction is already a y
transmodal phenomenon

• For example:• For example:
– the resources of spatiality-in-the-world are 

invoked for organising extended discourse



Modes over time: developmentModes over time: development

oral → written → print  (Ong)( g)
spatial anchoring
activity sequences

use of the visual record
activity sequences

rhythm

extreme discrimination
& expansion
time independencerhythm

rhyme
collocations/idioms

time-independence
& decontextualisation
mass distributioncollocations/idioms

repetition
mass distribution



Ong and the visual wordOng and the visual word

• “Though it releases unheard-of potentials of the 
word, a textual, visual representation of a word 
i t l d b t ‘ d d lliis not a real word, but a ‘secondary modelling
system’ (Lotman 1977). ... What the reader is 
seeing on the page are not real words but 

fcoded symbols whereby a properly informed 
human being can evoke in his or her 
consciousness real words, an actual or ,
imagined sound.” 

(Walter J Ong Orality and Literacy p74)(Walter J. Ong, Orality and Literacy, p74)



Visual InformativenessVisual Informativeness
Bernhardt (1985)



Visual InformativenessVisual Informativeness
Bernhardt (1985

visually informative visually non-informative



Only half the ‘picture’?Only half the picture ?

• the visual component is ‘an independently organized 
Kress and van Leeuwen:

and structured message – connected with the verbal 
text, but in no way dependent on it: and similarly the 
other way around’ (p. 17). y (p )

• Thus: ‘language and visual communication both 
realize the same more fundamental and far-reaching 
systems of meaning that constitute our cultures, but 
that each does so by means of its own specific forms, 
and independently’ 
(p. 17).



Modes over time: developmentModes over time: development

oral → written → print  (Ong)( g)
spatial anchoring
activity sequencesactivity sequences

rhythm

use of visual 
semiotic modes?rhythm

rhyme
collocations/idioms

semiotic modes?

collocations/idioms
repetition

access to other semiotics modes



Using the visualUsing the visual

Indication of text status



Text OrganisationText Organisation



Early y
1980s

l t ielectric 
typewritertypewriter

Example from:
Sue Walker (2001) 
Typography and 
language in everyday 
lif L 82life. Longman, p82



Mid 1980sMid 1980s
desktopdesktop 
published

Example from:
Sue Walker (2001) 
Typography and 
language in everyday 
lif L 82life. Longman, p82
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More Modern ExampleMore Modern Example…



Distinctions freeing themselves 
of origins in orality

Taken from: Gross/Harmon/Reidy 
Communicating Science. (2002, p90)



The rise of multimodalityy
“For some time now, there has been, in 
Western culture a distinct preference for

Kress and van 
Leeuwen (2001: p1) Western culture, a distinct preference for 

monomodality. The most highly valued genres 
of writing (literary novels, academic treatises, 
ffi i l d t d t t )

( p )
Multimodal 
discourse: the 
modes and media of 
contemporary official documents and reports, etc.) came 

entirely without illustration, and had graphically 
uniform, dense pages of print. Paintings nearly 

p y
communication

all used the same support (canvas) and the 
same medium (oils), whatever their type or 
subject. In concert performances all musicians j
dressed identically and only conductor and 
soloists were allowed a modicum of bodily 
expression.”expression.



Research QuestionResearch Question

• Language occurs together with other 
‘modes’
– To what extent are these modes manipulated 

also to carry meanings?also to carry meanings?
– To what extent can linguistic ways of talking 

about ‘carrying’ meanings apply to these otherabout carrying  meanings apply to these other 
modes?



One problem to be addressedOne problem to be addressed

• application of useful linguistic methods has 
been hindered by inappropriatebeen hindered by inappropriate 
conceptualizations of linguistics

... by many linguists!



‘Traditional’ modelad o a ode

Pragmatics

Semantics

g

Semantics

Syntax: Text 
( )(Sentences)



‘Traditional’ modelad o a ode

Pragmatics connotation
use

Semantics

g
denotationSemantics denotation

meaning

Text 
( )

form
(Sentences)



‘Traditional’ model

P tiPragmaticsVAGUE g
EXACT SemanticsEXACT

Text (Sentences)



Problems with the modelProblems with the model

• Assumes an unrealistically narrow ‘base’: 
the linguistic ‘forms’ to be considered must be 
widened in several ways

• Assumes an unrealistically narrow notion of• Assumes an unrealistically narrow notion of 
‘meaning’: 
the semantically relevant distinctions must bethe semantically relevant distinctions must be 
widened

• Assumes some unrealistic differences between 
linguistic modes of meaning and other modes oflinguistic modes of meaning and other modes of 
meaning



Example: ‘paralanguage’a p e pa a a guage
“Known information tends to come at the beginning of the clause, 

i f i d h d h i i inew information towards the end, where it receives greater attention. 
English possesses a number of grammatical options which allow the 
order of information to be shifted around creating different sentenceorder of information to be shifted around, creating different sentence 
perspectives, such as:

• Grandma adored this old country recipe.
• What grandma adored was this old country recipe.
• It was this old country recipe which grandma adored.
• This old country recipe was what grandma adored.y p g

As with parallelism, the difference between these sentences is a 
surface phenomenon, and disappears in any ”deep” grammatical or 
semantic analysis. They have the same ‘meaning’, in the sense that 
they refer to the same state of affairs.”

Cook, Guy (2001) The discourse of advertising. Routledge. p173/4.



Example: ‘paralanguage’a p e pa a a guage

“ although paralinguistic behaviour signifies and is thus in... although paralinguistic behaviour signifies, and is thus in 
a broad sense semiotic, the nature of its signification is quite 
different from that of language. The linguistic sign ... is a g g g g
discrete phenomenon, a case of being either one thing or
another. In linguistic terms, a sound is perceived as one 
phoneme or another; there are no intermediate cases. ... 
Words, composed of phonemes, inherit this absolute quality 
of their components: a word is either ‘bat’ or ‘pat’ or anotherof their components: a word is either bat  or pat  or another 
word, but there are no intermediate cases.”

“I h l i i h d d“In these respects, paralanguage maintains the graded
signalling used by animals.”

Cook, Guy (2001) The discourse of advertising. Routledge. p72.



The ConsequenceThe Consequence

paralanguageparalanguage

pictures-text-film

Language
context

t i l b t
Linguistic methods

material substance

stylestyle

...
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how is the information on
this page expressed?

in what modes?
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The plumage is white
with a tinge of buff on the head and

1972Redistribution of
Information across with a tinge of buff on the head and 

neck
and dark brown, almost black, 
wing-tips.

modalities and
across time

Plumage white,
save the wing quills,

g p
Immatures are first dusky all over,
later piebald or white sprinkled 
with dark spots.

which are dark brown, 
not black as usually stated.
The fledgling blackish-slate, spotted white.
Immature till the third or fourth year,Immature till the third or fourth year,
and recognized by the dark brown,
chiefly on the back, wings, and tail,
which colour diminishes season by season
ill i d d h b f h i illtill at maturity reduced to the brown of the wing quills.

1924

ADULT: White, black wing-tips,
yellow nape.

JUVENILE: GreyJUVENILE: Grey,
gradually becoming white
over 5 years. 1996



Typography and linguisticsTypography and linguistics

David Crystal (1979, p32) ‘Reading, grammar and the line’ In: D. Thackray (ed.) 
Growth in reading. London: UK Reading association and Ward Lock.



What kind of meaning is this?What kind of meaning is this?

• ‘paralinguistic’?
• Like animal communication?Like animal communication?
• Conventional?
• Structured?
• Compositional?• Compositional?



What kind of meaning is this?What kind of meaning is this?

• ‘paralinguistic’?
• Like animal communication?Like animal communication?
• Conventional?
• Structured?
• Compositional?• Compositional?

• It can be made better• It can be made better
• And it can go wrong!g g





Extract
from
telephone
instruction
pagepage



New tasks for linguistsNew tasks for linguists...

• Document critique
• Information designInformation design
• Interface design

• Education: multimodal literacy• Education: multimodal literacy



Which car is faster at a time to the left of the intersection?



Applied Linguistics Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaften
Fachbereich 10

The ‘illusion Poorly designed textbooks can createThe illusion 
of knowing’

Poorly designed textbooks can create 
more than one kind of problem for 
readers. ... at times we may 
overestimate how well we understandg overestimate how well we understand. 
... College students... who read texts in 
which experimenters had “planted” 

t di ti f il d t ti thcontradictions failed to notice the 
contradictions. Suprisingly, after having 
read contradictory material, students 
rated themselves as feeling ‘very 
certain’ they understood the text. In fact, 
students had overlooked the cf Schriver (1997:226)
contradictions and had answered many 
of the comprehension questions 
incorrectly.

cf. Schriver (1997:226)
Glenberg, Wilkinson and Epstein (1982)
Memory and Cognition 10(6):597-602.

incorrectly.



Examples: mode combinationsExamples: mode combinations



Text (as labels)Text (as labels)



Abstract DiagrammaticAbstract Diagrammatic



Naturalistic(ish) DrawingNaturalistic(ish) Drawing



Composite Modal ContributionsComposite Modal Contributions

• Each of these modal 
t ib ti i itcontributions requires its 

own literacy

• In combination these 
d f thmodes may further 

constrain each other



New tasks for linguistsNew tasks for linguists...

• Document critique
• Information designInformation design
• Interface design
• Multiliteracy

• New career possibilities!
• ... If we can analyse these kinds of 

meanings...meanings...



What kinds of meanings 
are these?

• Text-likeText like
• Not sentence-like



ConclusionsConclusions
• There is very much more happening in ‘non-linguistic’ 

modes than something ‘akin to language 
communciation’!communciation !

• We can study this using modern tools of linguistics 
concerned with text structure and interpretationconcerned with text structure and interpretation.

• We can understand more accurately just when 
multimodal communication succeeds and why it fails: u oda co u ca o succeeds a d y a s
multimodal literacy

• We can use the development of non-linguistic modes of p g
meaning to provide further angles on how languages 
work and develop




